Regarding: Interpreter “Requirement”

International Congress
“No to NATO - Not to War. 60 years are enough!”
Time/Location: 3. and 5. April 2009 in Strasbourg
We search: ( Simultaneous-) Interpreters for French, English, German
We offer: Accommodation*, allowance honorarium, travel reimbursement
Scheduled Program
3.4.09 Friday
1010-13 o’clock
Opening plenary: 60 years of NATO - 60 years of threat to peace in the world. A critical balance.
(speeches on the history of NATO, it’s current strategy, and on NATO: Wars and Costs )
1414-19 o’clock
So far planned working groups (topics are working titles):
60 years of NATO-strategy: Continuity and Change; Afghanistan and NATO strategy; NATO in the East and missile
defense; NATO and military spending; Military spending of NATO and economic crisis; environmental damages and
NATO; NATO and EU; NATO and Nuclear Weapons; NATO military bases; with collective security against NATO; right
of freedom, civil rights and war;
Alternatives: a world without NATO - How can NATO be overcome? Resistance and war; - new global security
architecture; civil Europe - peaceful Europe. (language: English)

(4.4.09
4.4.09 Saturday:
Saturday Day off which can be used for other activities.)
5.4.09 Sunday
1010-12 o’clock
Panel discussion
“60 years of NATO are more than enough. Dissolve NATO - for a just world without war.”
12:3012:30-14 o’clock
Panel discussion “Overcome NATO. The Challenge for politics and peace movements”.
Discussion on the relationship of political parties and the peace movement.
14:3014:30-16 o’clock
o’clock
Peace Assembly
Reports on the results of the working shops and discussion on our peace work after the NATO summit
Location of Congress is not set yet.

Contact for interpreters: Julia Wisniewski, Netzwerk Friedenskooperative, Tel.: +49/228/692904,
E-Mail friekoop@bonn.comlink.org
For further information visit: http://www.no-to-nato.org/
*Nato and the international press already booked out many hotels in Strasbourg. Therefore we do not know which kind of
accommodation we will be able to offer. If you know somebody who lives in Strasbourg or if you yourself would like to provide
accommodation please contact us. Advice: Only take accommodation located directly in Strasbourg.

